
AIS Early Detection & Monitoring Workshop 
Hosted by FWP and UC3 

 
Tuesday, February 19th 

9:00 to 5:00 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks Region 1 Office 

490 North Meridian Rd, Kalispell 

Objectives:  
• Share information on early detection and monitoring efforts state-wide;       
• Share information on early detection and monitoring efforts in the Columbia River Basin;            
• Develop a Sampling Plan for the 2019 season for partners and FWP; 
• Review sampling methods and protocols;  
• Review FWP AIS survey data app; 
• Obtain information to update the Upper Columbia Monitoring Plan.  

   
Agenda:  
 
9:00 AM Welcome:        Jim Williams: Region 1 Supervisor, FWP 
9:15 AM Introduction: Coordination and working together Lori Curtis: Chair, UC3   
9:30 AM Why we are here and what we are trying to do? Tom Woolf: AIS Bureau Chief, FWP 
10:00 AM FWP AIS Early Detection / Monitoring Program   Stacy Schmidt and Craig McLane, FWP 

• Overview:  2018 season review (stats/numbers)  
• Data Management / data flow   

• FWP / MT Heritage Program. (website and maps) 
• 100th Meridian regional monitoring (website and maps) 

• FWP AIS Lab – staff, history, capacity, etc.  
• Protocols:  

• How we sample (methods) 
• What we are looking for (species) 
• How we decide where to sample (logistics, monitoring teams, risk assessment) 

• Changes to the program proposed for 2019 season 
• FWP AIS Program Plans for 2019 
• Discussion  

 
12:00 PM Break for Lunch (provided) 
 
12:30 PM Monitoring in the Columbia River Basin  

• The UC3 Early Detection & Monitoring Plan 
• Partner 2018 monitoring updates / plans for 2019 

• Partner updates 
• Northwestern Montana Lakes Volunteer Monitoring Network  

• 2018 accomplishments and future efforts 
• AIS monitoring network expansion (BOR grant and procurement language)  

• Discuss next steps. 
• Review and discuss early detection monitoring plans for 2019 (Map) 

• Locations, frequency and schedule 
• Identify gaps, overlaps and additional needs  

• Review and discuss a cooperative sampling strategy for 2019 
 



 
3:30 PM Discuss Data app  

• Who used it 
• How it works 

 
4:15 PM Training opportunities, potential dates and next steps 

• Other opportunities to coordinate  
• Other monitoring needs  
• Coordination and discussion. 

 
4:50 PM Public Comment  
 
5:00 PM Wrap-up, next steps, adjourn 
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UC3/FWP Monitoring Workshop  
February 19, 2019 

Attendees: Jim Williams (FWP), G.L. Hamilton (FWP), Craig McClaine (FWP), Stacy Schmidt (FWP), 
Jayden Duckworth (FWP), Gail Johnson (FWP), Russ Hartzell (FWP), Stacey Schnebel (Flathead Electric 
Cooperative, UC3), Beth Gardner (USFS Flathead National Forest), Lori Curtis (Whitefish Lake Institute, 
UC3), Cynthia Ingelfinger (Whitefish Lake Institute), Mike Koopal (Whitefish Lake Institute), Erik Hanson 
(CSKT), Dillon Tabbish (FWP), Tom Woolf (FWP), Sarah Ganter (UC3 Big Sky Watershed Corps), Mckenzie 
Schessl (Clearwater Resource Council Big Sky Watershed Corps), Phil Matson (Flathead Lake Biological 
Station, UC3), Natalie Poremba (Crown Managers Partnership Big Sky Watershed Corps), Sierra 
Mahseelah (CSKT), Chris Downs (Glacier National Park), Caitlin Mitchell (Blackfoot Challenge), Joann 
Wallenburn (CRC), Liz Lodman (FWP), Jenny Jarvis (AIS Solutions), Nori Pearce (MSU Extension), Jeff 
Kemp (Swan Lakers), Paul Kusnierz (Avista, UC3), Gerald Wagner (Blackfeet), Juli Thurston (Sanders 
County Task Force), Deb Tirmenstein (Montana Black Dog Services), Leo Rosenthal (FWP) 

Introduction/Welcome:  

Jim Williams (FWP Region 1 Manager). Welcome to the Flathead – ground zero for AIS, and extra water 
protections for AIS prevention. Representative Curdy has two AIS funding bills in the legislature to 
spread costs around to other users/impacted parties.  

Lori Curtis (UC3, Whitefish Lake Institute): Welcome on behalf of UC3. Share common goals. All 
collectively better/stronger together than on our own. Thanks everyone for being here.  

Tom Woolf (FWP): Turnout exceeds our expectations. People show up because they care. FWP has done 
AIS monitoring for a long time – good opportunity to share what the state is doing, identify ways to 
coordinate and improve how we monitor. Working together, especially in this region, is a great 
opportunity to enhance coordination. Going to be a dialogue today. Went over roles of FWP monitoring 
staff. The labs see veligers – both the 2016 Montana veliger detections and from other areas (they 
accept samples from outside of the state).  

FWP AIS Monitoring/Early Detection Season Review:  
Stacy Schmidt (FWP): Over 2000 total plankton tows, 238 unique waterbodies. Tiber & Canyon Ferry – 
did not have any positive samples in 2018. Used all tools in toolbox – dogs, eDNA, artificial substrates, 
plankton tows. New AIS detections in 2018 (species). 

Sampling in 2019 ‘similar to 2018’ in sites/numbers. Add geothermal (hot springs) sampling, FWP dive 
team, 3 seasonal crews of 2 people. Reestablish regional meetings, utilize mobile data collection (staff, 
all partners), annual monitoring plan review, partner trainings. Crews in central and eastern Montana.  

Craig McLane (FWP): New web-based application (‘Survey 1-2-3,’ ARC GIS online). Map of all data points 
(including partners). Part of larger system. Demonstrated web-based tools (map viewer from FWP, but 
also MT Natural Heritage Program). Results from lab can be added in real time – as soon as samples 
have been analyzed. GIS team have just turned internal monitoring ‘dashboard’ (website) over to FWP 
staff; they are interested in making publicly available. Would be a way to see what monitoring activities 
have taken place on a specific waterbody.  
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UC3 Monitoring Committee – collecting info on eDNA and plankton tows in annual monitoring plan. Can 
we add eDNA data to this as well? Yes – all methods able to be incorporated into system (those that 
FWP know of/have info for are already in there). Can you see changes over time or just points on the 
map? Only points on the map viewer, but the survey 1-2-3 app can record all kinds of data.  

Stacey -Labs (FWP): Three different locations for labs in the state. Samples have increased since 2005 
when lab first established. Until recently, lab staff had a lot of other duties, now focused on monitoring 
analysis. Capacity issues in the past – trying to address by adding ‘add on’ duties to 2 permanent staff, 
limited space in lab, and adding an FTE. Turnaround times for analysis have been an issue. Process 
currently in order of samples received. Trying to resolve with lab improvements and seasonal staff. 
Implement a prioritization system in 2019 – assigned risk factor based on dreissenid mussel 
establishment. As samples come in, highest priority samples to be analyzed first. Small batches will work 
best – for large batches, would be very difficult. Available to help with identification of species as 
needed.  

ACTION: list of all ranked waterbodies in the Upper Columbia Basin.  

Concern about ability to mail samples. Post office too expensive (over $5 per bottle) and fed ex 
restriction on alcohol content. Government courier service option? UPS used by Whitefish Lake 
Institute. FWP regional offices for courier service an option as well. Ship all samples to Helena and they 
figure out which lab will analyze.    

Stacey Protocols (FWP): Why we sample (have to know what’s here). Try to use all tools in toolbox, 
though do have standard methods (shared across most western states). Whirling disease example. 
Monitoring teams (base locations, geographic areas to sample, etc.). Ranking and lab prioritization 
based on a risk assessment conducted several years ago. Data that feeds into ranking of waterbodies 
includes pH, calcium, hardness, conductivity, substrate composition, dissolved oxygen, water velocity as 
well as social factor (e.g. traffic, access, fishing pressure, etc.). Most of data came from fisheries 
information (biologists collect). Recreation boats that are NOT fishing are difficult to assess. Also include 
proximity to infested waters, elevation. These are the data used to rank the relative risk of waterbodies.  

Discussion: Temperature data – one time only? Average? Surface only? Whatever temperature data was 
available is what was used. Ideal to have detailed limnological data. Suggestion for adding communities 
that are dependent on their waterbodies for tourism, drinking water, etc. if the risk assessment is 
reevaluated in the future. Concern about streams being the same risk factor as lakes in assessment. 
Prioritizing for all AIS monitoring using these data (e.g., fish, plants, other invertebrates). Issue with 
putting streams on the risk map. Same with economic impact in eastern Montana ignored biological 
factors. What waterbodies are you talking about particularly? Bitterroot River as an example – 8 
plankton tows per season. Doing all taxa surveys – why pass up opportunity to take a plankton tow on 
the river since we’re already there (monitoring for other taxa)? State and Flathead Lake Biological 
Station have limited capacity for storing samples (2 years after analyzed). UC3 consider taking up issue 
with lack of space to archive samples? Would be a great resource for the future.   

ACTION: Compile all comments from regional meetings. 

Stacy and Craig coordinate entire state-wide monitoring system. Interactive map demonstration – can 
see multiple sampling events. Hit most major lakes in state, at least once. The higher risk/more popular 
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lakes, hit 2-3 times per season. Fish Lake – access issues (and lower risk for that reason). Some lakes 
have multiple entities monitoring one lake – no coordination on when sampling takes place. Good to 
know dates to decrease duplication and focus on times that are not being covered already. FWP groups 
geographically by HUC levels, work upstream to downstream.  

Timing of sampling can be depended on species being sampled. Coordinating on dates with partners 
would increase efficiency and cover more of the summer sampling season. Helps FWP staff as well know 
what/where partners are sampling as they can make adjustments as needed. Distribute sampling plan to 
all partners. What are next steps? FWP doesn’t need to know when partners are sampling but does help 
to know when to expect samples to lab. Team consists of 4 permanent staff and 6 seasonal staff.  

ACTION: Craig to send schedule/locations to partners.  

Partners not able to get alcohol from MSU? No. Would Missoula County Weed District be able to get 
alcohol from UM for preservation? Need solution for all non-gov entities (not one-offs). Ethanol vs. 
alcohol depending on eDNA vs. microscopy.   

ACTION: Check into BOR grant to see if can provide alcohol for preserving samples for partners.  

Option for aquatic plant identification workshop? Yes. Would really help with partners and citizen 
scientists. FWP trying to offer more partner trainings – would be happy to come up here. Every couple 
years the Montana Natural Heritage Program (MNHP) staff offer aquatic and riparian plant training as 
well (Andrea Pipp). Might help with increasing citizen scientists as well – expand to homeowner 
associations, watershed groups, etc.  

ACTION: Explore options for aquatic plant training.  
ACTION: Look into when MNHP aquatic plant identification might be offered again.  

Upper Columbia 2018 Monitoring Plan  
Mike Koopal (UC3 Monitoring Committee Chair/Whitefish Lake Institute): Overview of what partners are 
monitoring and where. Case studies on flowering rush and Curlyleaf pondweed in Flathead Lake and 
Eurasian watermilfoil in Noxon Reservoir – all cases are in ‘control’ phase. Lesson being that we didn’t 
catch the species early enough to be able to eradicate it. Fourth case study is more of a success – Beaver 
Lake. Treated with bottom barriers and diver suction dredging. Included map of all known monitoring 
locations but did not have the detail that FWP monitoring staff has provided today. Upper Columbia 
River Basin annual plan – in an effort to avoid duplication, can enhance coordination with FWP and 
describe that plan (and/or parts applicable to Upper Columbia Basin) as part or all of UC3 annual 
monitoring plan.   

An emerging threat in the Upper Columbia Basin is fragrant waterlily – Holland Lake. Could use some 
help addressing this issue. Include in annual monitoring plan. Because state couldn’t determine that the 
plant was invasive, it was not listed as an invasive plant. Conflicting information on origin. FWP can input 
all data points in the state’s system (regardless of monitoring method).  

Chris Downs (Glacier National Park): Focus on lakes that used to allow motorized boat use. Still have 
McDonald where motorized boats are allowed. Five samples annually twice a year in park lakes (eDNA 
May & June) and plankton tows (July & August). Sample cooperatively with Waterton Lakes National 
Park.  Waterton Lakes instituted a 90 day quarantine for motorized boats now – very rigorous. National 
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Park Services AIS funding is focused on mussels, but they try to maximize to cover additional species as 
well.  

Phil Matson (Flathead Lake Biological Station): Support smaller watershed groups with supplies and 
equipment. Coordinate with CSKT, getting a lot of interns to train. Plans to sample at Tiber alongside 
FWP using both eDNA and microscopy.  

Erik Hanson (CSKT): Still developing plan. Will go to Tiber this year as well, may have underwater ROV to 
use as well. Will focus on gaps in the Flathead.  

Joann Walllenburn (Clearwater Resource Council): Work cooperatively with Swan Valley Connections 
and Blackfoot Challenge. Have had some issues getting samples to FWP Helena office and securing 
alcohol for preservation.   

Beth Gardiner (USFS): Three-way partnership with Swan Valley Connections and Missoula County Weed 
District has been sampling for eDNA (only in the Swan). Flathead Forest plans to begin eradication of 
fragrant waterlily in Holland Lake.  They are also hoping to expand surveillance for this species in 
downstream water bodies.  They are looking for help in both eradication and monitoring methods. 

Gerald Wagner (Blackfeet): Working on getting 2019 planning together. Three inspection stations. One 
run of sampling (with FWP). Looking for results of sampling – plankton tows and aquatic plant sampling. 
USFWS conducted plankton tows last season. Craig sent aquatic plant sampling results to Jay Monroe. 
Gerald hoping to get into eDNA initiated this season – need QAPP for grant funding to cover.   

Mike Koopal (Whitefish Lake Institute): Continue plant monitoring and control in Beaver Lake.   

Cynthia Inglefinger (Northwestern Montana Volunteer Lake Monitoring Network): Cover Eureka to 
Holland Lake. Citizen scientists do secci disk and identification but not plankton tows. Must 
decontaminate boat and equipment between visits – lot of logistics and planning involved. Used FWP 
reporting app for the first time, went well. Sometimes difficult to use when working alone. Worked with 
Swan Valley Connections to use their boat in a few instances, which really helps with streamlining the 
program and maximizing efficiency.  

Erik Hanson (CSKT): Presented information on mussel establishment in flowing waters. Different 
interpretations and definitions of ‘river’ depending on location. Presented literature detailing mussels 
having a two-week development time (can only settle at end of development). Larvae travel 190 miles. 
Only time you really have to be concerned about establishment in flowing system is when you have an 
infested reservoir upstream. Also, larvae are fragile – esp. in river system with turbulence and higher 
flows (usually only see establishment in first 10 km/6 miles downstream). Rideau Canal (Ottawa, 
Ontario) and Mississippi River examples – these are not the types of ‘rivers’ that we have in Montana.  

Tiber Reservoir – would mussels make it down to Fort Peck? Not necessarily the larvae (wouldn’t likely 
survive), but potentially the adults. All taxa surveys have demonstrated that eddies and sloughs do 
harbor invasive species. Focus on where dams are. Prioritize based on introduction vector – e.g. 
driftboats on rivers vs. houseboats and wakeboard boats on lakes and reservoirs. Recommendation: 
more sampling on lakes and reservoirs. Change the prioritization map – risk of Flathead Lake shouldn’t 
be categorized the same as rivers and streams. Perhaps even different color scheme on risk map. 
Spending more time on lakes and reservoirs does take more time – what do you recommend cutting 
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because it all takes time? Funding really comes from mussel detection – impact of zebra and quagga 
mussels much greater than other species. Yes, will take away from other sampling, but for a good 
reason. This discussion is surrounding prioritization. Creates gaps when you have to cut sampling in 
others areas.  

Stacy Schnebel: Pacific Northwest Utilities conference last month gave compliments to Montana AIS 
Program. UC3 should be focusing on mussels given that that is the reason I am at the table – hydro and 
co-ops are paying for the program.  

ACTION: Request that UC3 explore/provide recommendations on increased sampling in high risk 
lakes/reservoirs as well as reduced sampling in areas where the risk is lower. Prioritization and risk 
assessment based on Upper Columbia Basin needs. Also consider including processing time for lower 
risk samples or eliminating (e.g. 1s and 2s).    

Kate Wilson (BOR grant update): Scope based on initial grant agreement - Expansion of current AIS 
monitoring efforts; development of an annual monitoring plan with maps delineating who is monitoring 
for which AIS in which waterbodies using which technique; drafting of standard protocol for Upper 
Columbia Basin.  

Budget: $20,300 available for contract. $2000 supplies. Balance is indirect. Timeline: March 2019 – 
October 2020. Process: List of potential contractors/organizations. Draft language for procurement with 
small committee (FWP, DNRC, UC3) comprised of individuals with NO potential to bid on the contract. 
Send information for ‘limited solicitation’ via email. Committee reviews and ranks proposals and UC3 
issues contract.  

Stand up new programs (training, equipment, protocol, etc.) to cover new areas (e.g. Lake Como, 
Georgetown, etc.). Are there groups doing water quality work that would be a good fit to train to do AIS 
monitoring? Geographic expansion. Way to allow bids under the full amount (e.g. smaller projects)?  

ACTION: Establish committee to draft procurement language and review/rank proposals. Tom Woolf, 
Stacy Schmidt, Kate Wilson, Erik Hanson, Stacey Schnebel volunteered.  

2019 Sampling Efforts/Discussion 
Craig McLane (FWP): Need permit to sample on CSKT waters (south end of Flathead Lake) – used to 
submit to Germaine but she’s retired. What is process now? Submit to Rich Janssen (dept. head) first 
and he delegates to Erik. Can be general – more specific details on locations but timing is ok to be vague.  

Noxon/Cabinet Reservoirs – existing group to enhance mussel monitoring efforts? Sanders County EWM 
Task Force. Have been really focused on one aquatic plant – would they be able to expand to all AIS? 
They do discuss all aquatic plants now, but not mussels. Avista interest?  

Paul: Task Force hasn’t engaged in invasive mussel prevention efforts. Something probably willing to 
discuss. But considering some of the higher-level things going on with funding, that could frame how the 
discussion takes place.  

Groups in the southern half of the basin that may be interested in AIS sampling: Bitterroot Water Forum. 
Forest Service. TU Chapters. Clark Fork Coalition.  
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Tom Woolf (FWP): How to approach soliciting comments on the upcoming season plan? Email 
comments to Craig and Stacy? UC3 Monitoring Committee to review and consider recommendations 
relating to prioritization and/or feedback on FWP monitoring program/process. March timeline for 
feedback is good. Start sampling in May.   

ACTION: Craig to send interactive map along with excel spreadsheet.  

Craig McLane (FWP) – Data Reporting App: ARC GIS online map – stores data in cloud. Works on smart 
phones, tablets or can use GPS unit and enter on your desktop. Do not need cell service in the field to 
use the app. Stores data on device and then uploads when you do have service. Process – ‘invited 
group,’ so interested parties get in touch with Craig and he gives you access. If you already have an ARC 
GIS online account, it’s even easier, Craig can look you up and invite you directly. If you don’t have an 
account, FWP can create a temporary account for partners. Currently this is free for the agency (to add 
others). Benefits include time entering data, less errors, real-time information.  

Some data will be uploaded to viewer right away, others take a little longer as samples need to be 
processed by the lab. You can choose more than one water quality parameter.  

Training: May 2019 probably doable for FWP staff/partners. Can design based on specific partner needs.   

Calcium: Erik conducted sampling for calcium in Flathead Basin lakes a few years ago, most results 
matched FWP. Foy’s Lake an exception. Cynthia has calcium data from Northwest program (2016). 
Contract specifies every 5 years must be completed. Free calcium in the water or calcium carbonate? 
Total calcium.  

ACTION: FWP requested Erik and Cynthia’s’ calcium data (newer than data used in risk assessment).  

Wrap up/Public Comment:  

Meeting adjourned at  4:02 pm 
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